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INTRODUCTION
The cation-permeable channel formed by the linear pentadecapep

tide gramicidin A is one of the best-studied model channels (for a
recent survey of the literature, see Bamberg et al. 1 ). Gramicidin
A is a completely neutral peptide, the carboxyl terminus being

blocked by an ethanolamino group and the amino terminus by a for
myl group. According to Urry2,3 the channel is formed by head-to

head (formyl end to formyl end) association of two gramicidin mo
nomers. In Urry's model the channel is represented by a l3-helix
with the hydrophobic amino-acid redisues lying on the periphery
and with a 0.4 nm wide hydrophilic pore running along the axis of

the helix. Experimental evidence for a channel (contrary to a car
rier) mechanism mainly comes from the observation of discrete con
ductance-fluctuations of gramicidin-doped artificial bilayer mem

branes 4 . Evidence for the dimeric structure of the channel has
been obtained from studies of the channel-formation kinetics 5 and
of the conductance-concentration dependence 6 ,7. Experiments with

chemical derivatives of gramicidin A strongly support the head-to
head model and virtually exclude alternative structures, such as
double-stranded helices and tail-to-tail or head-to-tail dimers 8 ,9.

Chemical derivatives of gramicidin A offer the possibility of
studying the relationship between peptide structure and properties

the ion channel. Of particular interest are modifications of the
peptide by which electrical charges are introduced at the channel

mouth. Studies of ion channels with fixed charges have been moti
vated by measurements of the pH dependence of the sodium-channel
conductance in nerve indicating that the access of sodium ions to
the channel is controlled by a negatively-charged grouplO-12. In

the following we discuss the properties of charged derivatives of
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